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Abstract: The polycondensation of 5,5-methylene bis(2-aminophenol) and the mixture of diamines
5,5-methylene bis(2-aminophenol) and 4,4-(hexafluoroisopropylidene)dianiline (molar ratio 0.8:0.2)
with isophthaloyl dichloride was used to synthesize a new heat resistant binder of the composites
for microelectronics: poly(o-hydroxyamide) (POA) and poly(amido-o-hydroxy amide) (POA-F).
The thermal stability of synthesized polymer coatings, as well as based on them photosensitive
compositions with a naphthoquinondiazide photosensitive component were studied in the
temperature range from 100 to 500 ◦C. Ferroelectric composites with nanodispersed lead titanate
zirconate powder filler were formed based on these polymer matrices. By manipulating the conditions
of the polymer formation, we obtained matrices with different stiffnesses, which reflected on
the properties of the composite. The electrophysical parameters of the synthesized polymer and
ferroelectric composite coatings were measured in the frequency range from 0.1 Hz to 1.5 GHz and the
temperature range from 0 to 300 ◦C. The frequency and temperature stability of the dielectric constant
of ferroelectric composite coatings up to 10 MHz and 300 ◦C, respectively, are noted. The influence of
the composition and structure of the polymer matrix and the grain/matrix interfaces on the thermal
stability of the dielectric parameters of composite films is estimated. The shift of the phase transition
region toward higher temperatures in the composite structure, as well as the sufficient rigidity of the
poly(benzoxazole) matrix, provide high temperature and frequency stability of the dielectric constant
of the studied composites.

Keywords: lead zirconate titanate; poly(o-hydroxy amide); 4,4-(hexafluoroisopropylidene) dianiline;
5,5-methylene bis(2-aminophenol); poly(o-hydroxyamide); composite ferroelectric coatings; thermal
stability of dielectric properties

1. Introduction

The demands of modern electronics cannot be provided by classical materials and need new
artificial materials with advanced functionality. One of the constructive approaches to solving this
problem is the development of organic–inorganic composites. Properties of these composites are
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not a simple combination of those of the initial components; the composites may also acquire some
additional functionalities that are provided by the processes occurring at the polymer/filler interface or
at the interface between film coating and a substrate.

The most promising directions include preparation of composites with enhanced dielectric
permittivity, relatively low dielectric losses, and high thermal stability of dielectric parameters.

The search for new polymer-based film composites with ferroelectric fillers and study of
their properties remains an actual trend due to widening range of practical applications of these
materials in various engineering areas (radioelectronics, optoelectronics, acoustic electronics, non-linear
optics [1–4]).

The mainly used ferroelectric fillers are nanodispersed BaTiO3 [5–14] and nanodispersed powders
of solid solutions of lead titanate zirconate (PZT) ferroelectric ceramics [13,15–17].

Properties of a polymer-based nanocomposite strongly depend not only on compositions of a
filler and a matrix material, but also on the concentration of introduced filler, size of nanodispersed
filler grains [12,18], degree of possible aggregation of nanodispersed filler, the nature of interactions
occurring at the polymer matrix/filler interface [8,19–23], and degree of homogeneous distribution
of a filler inside a matrix. Due to all these factors, it is possible to control properties of the prepared
composites by varying some above-mentioned parameters.

In the development of film capacitors, including built-in capacitors for integrated circuits [16,24–26],
the main goal is to obtain heat resistant composite film dielectrics (ferroelectric/polymer) with thermally
stable enhanced values of dielectric permittivity (ε′) and reduced dielectric loss tangent (tanδ).
However, there is a contradiction between striving for increase in ε′ (due to rise in filler amount)
and the corresponding increase in losses in a dielectric composite. For instance, a number of studies
of ferroelectric/polymer composites containing BaTiO3 as a ferroelectric component [5,18,27–31]
demonstrated that the achieved values of dielectric permittivity ε′ in these composites range from
40 to 200 (depending on preparation technique and ferroelectric filler concentration). The values of
filler load did not exceed 30 vol.%. The dielectric loss tangent values lie in the range from 0.04 to 0.08.
Upon increase in the loaded amount of ferroelectric filler up to 40–45 vol.%, the ε′ value reaches 400,
although the tanδ value, as expected, increases and exceeds 0.1, and more.

The use of polymeric dielectric matrix that possesses enhanced electrical insulation properties is a
reason for increasing electric strength of the composite films. The polymer matrix is also responsible for
heat resistance of composite coating, for degree of adhesion to substrates of various chemical natures,
and formation of the interface between polymer matrix and filler grains.

In the current work, with the purpose of enhancing dielectric parameters of ferroelectric/polymer
film composites, we used polymer matrices such as poly(benzoxazoles) (PBO [15,32,33] and PBO-F),
obtained by a heat treatment of cyclodehydrationofpoly(o-hydroxyamides) (POA and POA-F).
After thermal treatment (which causes chemical reaction of cyclodehydration), POA is transformed
into highly hydrophobic poly(benzoxazole), PBO. PBO possesses high heat resistance (up to 400 ◦C),
high chemical stability and low water absorbing capacity. Due to these properties, this polymer is
used in formation of protective coatings in various large scale integrated circuits and very large scale
integrated circuits and other electronic devices [33].

The choice of lead titanate zirconate (PZT) powder as a ferroelectric filler is due to the unique
properties of the PZT material as well as our previous experience in the formation of PZT films [34,35]
and MEMS devices based on it [36,37]. We also examined phenomena at the interfaces of PZT with
other layers (e.g., PZT/PbO [38] and PZT/CuO [39,40] interfaces). In these previous works, we studied
effects on phase interfaces and grain boundaries of PZT. On the other hand, the PZT system assumes a
significant variation in the properties depending on the composition of Zr/Ti or non-stoichiometry
according to Pb, including different impurities. That is, the wide variability of the PZT system,
which allows in the future to play with the PZT composition and properties over a wide range and,
as a consequence, the properties of the composite films.
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The purpose of the current work is to reveal the influence of the structure of the polymer matrix,
the degree of loading of the filler, and the composite heat treatment temperature on the frequency and
temperature stability of its electrophysical parameters. In accordance with this goal, we carried out
more variable technological modes and used more initial components for matrix preparation: POA,
POA-F, and photosensitive components. By manipulating the conditions of the polymer formation,
we obtained matrices with different stiffnesses, which reflected on the properties of the composite.
The important task was to study the problem of heat resistance in more detail. The heat resistance of the
polymer matrix characterizes the ability of the polymer to break when heated. Therefore, increasing the
heat resistance of the polymer matrix (that means a longer preservation of the composition and structure
of the polymer when heated) is one of the factors contributing to the creation of a high-temperature
thermostable dielectric. In this regard, an assessment was made of the heat resistance of synthesized
polymer dielectrics, as well as photoresist compositions based on them.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The Methods of Producing of PBO and PBO-F Polymer Matrices and Photoresists Based on Them

The POA was selected as a basis for development of the polymer series. Synthesis of POA and
POA-F was carried out using the polycondensation of 5,5-methylenebis(2-aminophenol), the mixture
of diamines 5,5-methylenebis(2-aminophenol) and 4,4-(hexafluoroisopropylidene)dianiline (molar
ratio 0.8:0.2) with isophthaloyl dichloride. After thermal treatment (which causes chemical reaction of
cyclodehydration), POA is transformed into highly hydrophobic poly(benzoxazole), PBO. Thermal
treatment of POA coating in accordance with the stepwise scheme (150 ◦C (15 min), 200 ◦C (15 min),
250 ◦C (15 min), 300 ◦C (30 min), 350 ◦C (15–30 min)) leads to polymer shrinkage (coating thickness
decreases by 30%). At the same time, degree of polyheterocyclization reaches 98%–99%.

The prepared PBO polymer films had the following electrophysical parameters: volume resistivity
is 1013 Ohm·m; breakdown voltage per unit of film thickness is not less than 300 V/µm (when the
layer thickness is higher than 2 µm). Dielectric permittivity and dielectric loss tangent at 106 Hz vary
from 3.5 to 4.5 and from 0.002 to 0.02, respectively, depending on the final heat treatment temperature.
Introducing fluorine into a macromolecule leads to its heat resistance increase, enhancement of dielectric
parameters of polymer matrixes, and thus provides the possibility of extending areas of application of
these fluorine-containing materials [41,42].

Isophthaloyl dichloride (IPC) (Sigma Aldrich, CAS 99-63-8) and 4,4-(hexafluoroisopropylidene)
dianiline 98% (Acros CAS 1095-78-9, New Jersy, NJ, USA) were used without preliminary purification.
2-(Chloromethyl)oxirane 98 % (Panreac Quimica S.L.U, CAS 106-89-8, Barcelona, Spain) was distilled
before use. 5,5-Methylene bis(2-aminophenol) was prepared according to the technique described
in [32]. Synthesis conditions of POA-F were similar to those used for the preparation of POA-Si [43].

Photosensitive composites based on all synthesized polymers were prepared by mixing of
reaction solution of polymeric binder with solution of Posylux 2402 in DMAA; the mass ratio between
components was 5:1 (calculated for dry samples). The photosensitive component Posylux 2402
(FRAST-M, Moscow, Russia) was used without preliminary cleaning.

Heat resistance of films was estimated from mass losses of polymer films or photoresist films cast
from reaction solution of polymers onto Si substrates; thermal treatment was conducted stepwise up to
500 ◦C at 50 ◦C intervals, samples were exposed for 15 min at each temperature.

2.2. The Methods of Ferroelectric/Polymer Composite Films Formation

The film composites were obtained on the basis of the prepared polymers (as matrices) and included
nanodispersed powder of solid solution of ferroelectric Pb0.81Sr0.04·Na0.075Bi0.075(Zr0.58Ti0.42)O3 as
a filler. The Curie temperature of a bulk ceramic sample is 240 ◦C, the dielectric constant at room
temperature is 2250 ± 560, tanδ is around 0.019. Here, Na and Bi are the most significant dopants in
PZT. Often in literature [44,45] such compositions are abbreviated as PZTNB-1.
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To form a suspension of a composite with the PZTNB-1 ferroelectric filler, we used a diluted
polymer solution of POA (or POA-F) after the completion of polycondensation. The manufacturing
process of the initial suspension includes the following operations: mixing a specific portion of
PZTNB-1 with a solvent (dimethylacetamide); thoroughly stirring up the suspension; further settling
it for 3–5 min; separation of the upper layer with agitated particles from the sediment by decanting;
subsequent mixing at room temperature of a drained suspension of the filler in dimethylacetamide
with a weighed portion of the POA polymer reaction solution. A feature of the developed technology
is that the ultrasonic dispersion of the ferroelectric filler powder was carried out directly in the
polymer solution

In order to increase the composite loading degree, the method of sedimentation (deposition) from
a suspension of a ferroelectric filler in a polymer solution was chosen. Suspensions of the filler in
the polymer solution, placed in a closed glass vessel, were pre-processed using ultrasonic method to
disperse the filler particles. After this, the substrates were loaded into special equipment, immersed at
the bottom of the vessel with a suspension poured to a certain level, kept in it for a predetermined time,
after which they were removed and dried. The deposition rate of the filler particles, and therefore
the dependence of the thickness of the deposited ferroelectric filler layer on time, depends on many
factors: the level of dispersion of the filler, the viscosity of the suspension, the height of the column of
suspension above the substrate, the degree of decantation of the suspension, and the time of deposition.
When fixing these factors, a proportional relationship is established between the deposition time,
the composite film thickness and the composite loading degree. In the experiments, the viscosity of
the suspension (6% and 12% polymer solution), the deposition time (in the range from 5 to 70 min),
the duration of decantation (30 min, 24 h, 9 days, 20 days) were varied.

The key points of the technological procedure used for obtaining composite coatings:

(1) Mixing of components (POA solution in DMAA and ferroelectric powder filler) at room
temperature without preliminary dispersion of filler particles;

(2) Ultrasound dispersion of the filler in polymer suspension that does not lead to destruction of the
polymer, but provides formation of PZTNB-1 filler grains with sizes of 200–300 nm;

(3) Formation of composite coating on a substrate by sedimentation;
(4) Removal of excess polymer layer from the precipitated composite layer;
(5) Drying at 100 ◦C for 1 h;
(6) Thermal treatment of coatings: for polymer coatings: from 150 ◦C to 350 ◦C at 50◦ intervals

and for composite coatings: from 150 ◦C to 300 ◦C. Heating rate was 10 ◦C/min; after annealing,
the samples cooled down slowly in the oven.

Heat treatment of polymeric, photoresist and composite coatings cast onto substrates was carried
out in air in SUOL-0.25.1/12.5-I1 muffle furnace.

Ultrasound dispersion of ferroelectric powder was carried out in the solution of pre-polymer with
the aid of an IL10-0.63 ultrasound generator (output power 630 W) equipped with a PMS-O.63/22
magnetostrictive transducer (St. Petersburg, Russia). Its resonance frequency is 22,000 Hz. Dispersion
time was 60 min.

Ultrasound treatment did not cause destruction of the polymer (IR spectra of the POA films
cast before and after ultrasound dispersion were similar). Due to higher viscosity of the polymer
suspension as compared to that of the filler suspension, aggregation of filler particles is considerably
suppressed, and suspension properties become more stable in storage.

After removing the substrates, in order to obtain a higher degree of loading of the PZTNB-1/polymer
composite coatings, it was necessary to carry out an additional procedure for removing excess polymer
that protruded above the surface of the filler layer, forming a kind of layered structure. The reason for this
phenomenon is the large surface tension of the polymer. The formation of a layered polymer/composite
structure at this stage of operation is undesirable, since in this case the contribution of the ferroelectric
component to the electrophysical characteristics is significantly reduced. Excess polymer was removed
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from the composite surface either manually using a porous material or using centrifugation at low
centrifuge rotation speeds.

Preparation of samples for electrophysical studies. In order to obtain capacitor structures,
lower platinum electrodes (80 nm thick) were deposited onto single-crystal silicon plate by ion plasma
spraying; substrate temperature was 450 ◦C. After formation of dielectric coating on substrate surface,
its drying and thermal treatment, the system of higher electrodes (100 nm thick) was deposited
through a shadow mask by ion plasma spraying. Dimensions of higher electrodes varied from 1
mm2 to 20 mm2. In order to increase filler load, we obtained composite coatings by sedimentation
(deposition) from suspension of ferroelectric nanodispersed filler in the polymer solution. A peculiarity
of this preparation method is that load of ferroelectric filler in the composite increases with increasing
precipitation time and, correspondingly, with increase in coating thickness. Thickness of composite
coatings was varied from 3 to 100 µm.

2.3. Measurements of Electrophysical Parameters

Dielectric parameters of the obtained capacitor structures (capacity and dielectric loss tangent)
were measured at a frequency of 200 kHz at room temperature using an E7-20 LCR meter (Minsk,
Belarus). The corresponding values of dielectric permittivity and dielectric loss factor of coatings
were calculated.

Dielectric spectra of polymeric and composite film coatings were registered in the frequency range
of 0.1 Hz to 1.5 GHz and in the temperature range 0 to 300 ◦C with the use of a «Novocontrol Concept
41» spectrometer (Novocontrol Technologies, Montabaur, Germany).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Study of PBO and PBO-F Polymer Matrices and Photoresists Based on Them

Structural formulae of the synthesized polymers can be represented as follows. Figure 1a presents
the scheme of transformation of the basic POA (I) upon thermal cyclodehydration and closure of
benzoxazole ring in PBO. Figure 1b gives structural formulae of the synthesized copolymer PBO-F,
(AmBk)n.
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Figure 1. Scheme of transformation of poly(o-hydroxyamide) (POA) to poly(benzoxazoles) (PBO)
during thermal cyclodehydration (a) and structural formulae of the synthesized copolymers (b).

During the heat treatment of POA, the heterocycle is formed, and the structure becomes more
rigid. In the PBO-F copolymer, there are fewer units capable of forming such cycles during heat
treatment, since the synthesis uses a mixture of two diamines, one of which does not contain a hydroxyl
group in the ortho position, namely this group is involved in the formation of a new cycle during heat
treatment. Accordingly, the structure in the PBO-F copolymer is more loose. The synthesized polymers
are characterized by polydispersity (wide molecular weight distributions, MWD). In the base polymer,
POA more than 40% are high molecular weight fractions with a molecular weight of more than 100.000.
The copolymer POA-F is characterized by a narrower MMP compared to POA. The main component is
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low molecular weight fractions with an MM < 20.000. The average polydispersity of POA-F is from
15.000 to 20.000.

For a composite with a ferroelectric ceramic filler, the heat resistance of the composite coating
is determined exclusively by the heat resistance of the polymer matrix. The thermal stability of
the dielectric constant of the composite is determined by the set of thermal relaxation mechanisms
inherent in both the ferroelectric grain and the polymer matrix. A significant contribution to the
processes of temperature relaxation can be made by the interaction at the grain/matrix interface.
The specificity of the studied composites is that during the formation of a rigid high molecular weight
structure of the polymer matrix during heat treatment and crosslinking, the polymer coating shrinks by
20%–30%, which can lead to mechanical stresses at the interface of the ferroelectric grain and, in turn,
affect relaxation processes in ferroelectric.

The heat resistance of the polymer matrix characterizes the ability of the polymer to break when
heated. Therefore, increasing the heat resistance of the polymer matrix (a longer preservation of the
composition and structure of the polymer when heated) is one of the factors contributing to the creation
of a high-temperature thermostable dielectric. In this regard, an estimation of the heat resistance
of synthesized polymer dielectrics as well as photoresist compositions based on them was made.
The results are shown in Figure 2a,b, respectively.
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Si substrate (a) and mass losses of films of photoresist compositions based on PBO (1) and PBO-F (2)
on an Si substrate (b). For the both cases the stepwise thermal treatment was up to 500 ◦C at 50 ◦C
intervals and exposure for 15 min at each temperature.

In the given dependences of the heat resistance curves for both polymer films and films of
photoresist compositions, several characteristic regions can be distinguished. Up to 250 ◦C, mass loss
is associated with the removal of the residual amount of solvent and the destruction of low molecular
weight fractions. Polyheterocyclization with the formation of benzoxazole cycles occurs at 300–350
◦C and is accompanied by a loss of ~ 20% of the mass. When the temperature exceeds 400–450 ◦C,
the PBOs undergo thermodestruction.

Our studies confirmed the validity of the statement [41,42], that the introduction of
fluorine-containing fragments increases the thermal stability of the polymer matrix. The presence
of even 20% fluorine-containing units in the base matrix of PBO after cyclodehydration along with
benzoxazole units leads to further rise in thermostability (approximately by 50–70 ◦C). The character of
curves observed for photoresist films and for films formed from reactive polymer solutions is preserved.
It can be stated that the polymer and photoresist films of the fluorine-containing copolymer PBO-F
possess the highest heat resistance.
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Table 1 shows the values of the dielectric parameters of polymer coatings based on synthesized
polymers, measured at a frequency of 200 kHz at room temperature.

Table 1. The dielectric parameters of the film coatings based on PBO and PBO-F, measured at 200 kHz
at room temperature.

Polymer Binder/Substrate ε′ tanδ

PBO/Si/Pt 3.4 0.02
PBO-F/Si/Pt 3.2 0.02

Table 2 shows the dielectric parameters of the PBO film and photoresists based on it.

Table 2. The dielectric parameters of film coatings of the PBO polymer and photoresists based on it,
measured at 1 MHz at room temperature.

Sample ε′ tanδ

PBO polymer 3.4 0.028
Photoresist 1 4.4 0.03
Photoresist 2 4.2 0.03

A photoresist is a mechanical mixture of the photosensitive component and the polymer matrix
of the POA. An equimolar ratio of monomers (mixture diamines and isophthaloil dichloride)
was taken at the synthesis of POA-F, but two methods of purification of one of the monomers,
5,5-methylenebis(2-aminophenol), were used and, as a result, two photoresists were obtained.
The maximum temperature of heat treatment of coatings was 300 ◦C. For polymer and photoresist
1, the monomer was purified by recrystallization from an aqueous solution of dimethylformamide,
and for photoresist 2, the cleaning was carried out in two stages: first, before precipitation from the acid
with ammonia, and then recrystallization from an aqueous solution of dimethylformamide. The effect
of introducing the photosensitive component of the naphthoquinondiazide type on the dielectric
characteristics of the polymer coating after thermal transformation of POA to PBO is illustrated by the
data shown in Table 2 and Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The dielectric spectra ε′ (a) and ε” (b), taken at room temperature, for a PBO based polymer
film (3) and photoresist films (1, 2) obtained by introducing a photosensitive component into the PBO
matrix. The 1st and the 2nd photoresists differ in the methods of purification of one of the monomers
when producing POA.
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The PBO polymer manifests itself as a weakly polar insulator with low losses (tan δ = 0.02–0.03
at 1 MHz), the main ε′ dispersion is observed in the region from 108 to 109 Hz. The introduction of
a photosensitive component into the polymer matrix does not lead to a significant deterioration in
its electrophysical parameters. The polarity of photoresists is slightly higher compared to the base
polymer: ε′ values and dielectric losses increase. The introduction of a photosensitive component
helps to reduce the relaxation time of orientation processes in dielectrics, which leads to a shift in the
maximum dielectric loss for photoresists to high frequencies. In the frequency range from 106 to 108

Hz, both for the PBO polymer and for the photoresists based on it, a weak dispersion of ε′ is observed.

3.2. The Study of Ferroelectric/Polymer Composite Films

The described polymer/ferroelectric composite technology was used to obtain such composites
based on the light-sensitive composition PBO/Posylux 2402 with PZTNB-1 and a method for forming
coatings of a given configuration and size was tested. Advantages of the polymer photosensitive
matrix: high resolution, the possibility of manifestation in water-alkaline solvents, the ability to use
standard lithographic equipment and high heat resistance (up to 400–450 ◦C, as in the basic PBO).

The obtained ferroelectric composite films are matrix mixtures, where the polymer forms a
continuous medium (matrix), in which ferroelectric inclusions (without contact with each other) are
discretely distributed. The two phases of this composite are unequal (they have significantly different
ε′ values). The properties of composites are largely determined by the nature of the distribution of
the filler in the polymer matrix and the degree of dispersion of the filler, as well as the interaction on
the interfaces. The higher the degree of dispersion and the stronger the intermolecular interaction
at the interface, the greater the effect of the filler on the polymer composite properties. On the other
hand, with a change in the degree of dispersion of ferroelectric fillers, a slight change in their intrinsic
dielectric properties is noted. The change in the dielectric constant of the composites with a change in
the size of the filler particles is explained by the existence of a surface layer of ferroelectric particles,
the dielectric properties of which can noticeably differ from the properties in the particle volume due
to its defectiveness [34,38]. The smaller the particle size, the smaller the particle volume/surface layer
ratio and, therefore, the smaller its dielectric permittivity.

Owing to the application of the sedimentation method for the composite coatings formation,
the ε′ of films grows with increasing coating thickness, since the degree of ferroelectric filler loading
of the composite increases (this is a feature of the used technology). Additionally, it is due to the
reduction of relative contribution of the dielectric parameters of excess polymer layer on the surface of
the deposited composite. The maximum values of dielectric permittivity equal to 185 and 430 in the
experimental composite coatings corresponds to a degree of loading of a ferroelectric filler of 37 and
45 vol.%, respectively.

Figure 4a shows that for the PZTNB-1/PBO composite coatings the thermostability of the dielectric
constant is observed for different levels of filler loading (for different initial values of ε′). The range of
thermal stability of ε′ depends primarily on the heat treatment temperature of the polymer composition.
In Figure 4a the samples 1 and 2 were treated at 250 ◦C, the sample 3 was treated at 300 ◦C. During heat
treatment at 250 and 300 ◦C, the degree of polymer heterocyclization is about 76 and 98%, respectively.
Coatings with a thickness from 7 to 15 microns were obtained from a suspension of 20-day exposure
at a deposition time from 10 to 60 min, respectively. The composite heat treatment temperatures for
investigated composite films were: 250 ◦C (curve 1), 240 ◦C (curve 2) and 300 ◦C (curve 3). The thickness
of the polymer interlayers between the grains of the ferroelectric is more than 100 nm (Figure 4b).
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Figure 4. Temperature dependences of the dielectric constant for PZTNB-1/PBO composite films with
different degrees of loading of the composite: around 30 (1), 32 (2), and 35 vol. % (3), measured at a
frequency of 200 kHz at room temperature (a) after the heat treatment at 240 (2), 250 (1), and 300 ◦C (3),
and the SEM images of obtained composite films (b).

Figure 5 shows the effect of the heat treatment temperature of PZTNB-1/PBO composite coatings
on the dielectric spectra measured at room temperature. With an increase in the temperature of
annealing of the composite from 250 ◦C to 300 ◦C, the structure of the polymer matrix changes due to
the heterocyclization processes realized at elevated temperatures. In this case, the region of the main
dielectric permittivity dispersion of the ferroelectric composite is shifted from 105–106 Hz (Figure 5a)
to 107–108 Hz (Figure 5b), and the ratio of the amplitudes of the low-frequency and high-frequency
components of the spectrum tanδ also changes significantly.
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Figure 5. The frequency dependences of the dielectric constant ε′ and tanδ measured at room
temperature for composite coatings PZTNB-1/PBO, heat-treated at 250 ◦C (a) and 300 ◦C (b).

A possible increase in the mobility of the molecular units of the polymer with an increase
in the measurement temperature practically does not lead to an increase in ε′, which indicates a
sufficient rigidity of the structure of the polymer matrix. The increase in ε′ becomes noticeable only
at temperatures close to the crosslinking temperature of the composite (Figure 6), and when the
measurement temperature approaches the annealing temperature, losses also noticeably increase.
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In addition, regardless of the temperature of the composite “crosslinking”, there is an extremely
weak dependence of ε′ on the frequency before the onset of the dispersion region (variations in ε′ do
not exceed 5%).

The dispersion of ε′ in the frequency range from 106 to 109 is due to relaxation processes in
the ferroelectric phase, both in the ferroelectric grain itself and at the ferroelectric/polymer interface.
The structure of the tanδ peak in the region of the main dispersion of ε′ indicates the complexity and
heterogeneity of the characteristics of the bulk of the grain and its periphery. The specifics of the
interaction of the polymer matrix and ferroelectric grains at the interface is determined, in particular,
by the features of the composite technology, namely, significant polymer shrinkage up to 20%–30%
during heat treatment (crosslinking). This leads to both the formation of a rather rigid structure of the
polymer matrix and the appearance of mechanical stresses on the ferroelectric grain periphery. Such
stresses change the parameters of relaxation processes in the interface region in comparison with the
parameters of these processes in the bulk of the ferroelectric grain, which leads to the manifestation of
two relaxation processes in the tanδ spectrum.

The presence of a significant interaction at the ferroelectric/polymer interface is indicated, in
particular, by the fact that the frequency dielectric spectra depend on the structural rearrangement of
the polymer matrix with a change in the heat treatment temperature of the composite coating. With an
increase in the heat treatment temperature to 300 ◦C, the process of heterocyclization occurs in the
polymer, the stiffness of the polymer matrix increases, which leads to a significant transformation of
the peaks in the tanδ spectrum.

The observed transformation of the spectrum is caused, in particular, by an increase in mechanical
stresses at the periphery of the ferroelectric grain, which slows down the slow relaxation processes at
the grain/polymer interface and, as a result, the dispersion region shifts to a higher frequency region.

It should be especially noted that the Curie temperature range around 240 ◦C (characteristic of
bulk ceramics PZTNB-1) does not appear in any way on these dependences.

The parameters of ferroelectric materials depend on the method of their preparation. In thin
ferroelectric films (especially nanoscale ones), the physical properties differ from the properties of a bulk
sample. This is due to the manifestation of size effects, the interaction of the film with adjacent layers
and the substrate, as well as to an increased density of structural defects. Obviously, the characteristics
of the composite with a connectivity of 0–3, where the ferroelectric grains are distributed in the polymer
matrix, will also differ from the characteristics of both bulk and film ferroelectric samples.

To identify these differences, we made a set of samples. A bulk sample of PZTNB-1 ceramics
was made in the form of a disk obtained by pressing the initial ceramic powder. The disk thickness
was 210 µm; Pt electrodes were deposited on both surfaces of the disk. Film PZTNB-1 samples
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with a thickness of 1.5 µm were obtained by two stage technology (ex situ). At the first stage, a
ferroelectric layer was formed by high-frequency reactive magnetron sputtering of a target from a
PZTNB-1 piezoceramic with a stoichiometric composition. At the second stage, by conducting a
heat treatment in air, the perovskite structure of the film ferroelectric layer was formed. To study
the electrophysical properties of PZTNB-1 films with a thickness of 1.5 µm, the Si/Ti/Pt/PZTNB-1/Pt
capacitor structures were formed. Film samples of the PZTNB-1/PBO and PZTNB-1/PBO-F composites
with different ratio of ferroelectric filler were obtained using the proven technology on Si/Pt substrates.
After annealing the composites, Pt electrodes were also deposited on their surface to form capacitor
structures. The temperature dependences of ε′ for the listed samples are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Comparison of temperature dependences of dielectric permittivity for a bulk ceramic sample
PZTNB-1 (1); film sample PZTNB-1 on a Si-Pt substrate (2); film samples of a composite of nanosized
PZTNB-1 powder in polymer PBO (3, 4) and PBO-F (5) matrices. The ratio of the PZTNB-1 filler was
around 45 (3), 35 (4), and 30 (5) vol. %.

The obtained results indicate that in the studied PZTNB-1/poly(benzoxazole) composite coatings
there is a shift in the Curie temperature of the ferroelectric towards higher temperatures in comparison
with the Curie temperature for bulk ceramic and film ferroelectric samples of the PZTNB-1. The shift
takes place to values exceeding the temperature of heat treatment of the composite. Thus, the shift
of the phase transition region toward higher temperatures in the composite structure, as well as the
sufficient rigidity of the poly(benzoxazole) matrix, provide high temperature and frequency stability of
the dielectric constant of the studied composites.

In fact, the heat resistance of the PZTNB-1/poly(benzoxazole) composites is determined primarily
by the polymer matrix. We obtained composite films with different degrees of loading from 30 to 45%,
and their temperature behaviours were comparable. The influence of a ferroelectric filler is expressed
both in the value of the dielectric constant and its frequency dispersion of composite films.

The potential applicability of the developed ferroelectric composites is seen in MEMS, microwave
devices and high-voltage electronics, where heat-resistant and chemically-resistant dielectrics with
high dielectric constant and electric strength are required.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we determined the heat resistance of polymer films, measured the dielectric
parameters of the synthesized polymers, as well as photosensitive compositions with a
naphthoquinondiazide component based on them. We carried out variable technological modes and
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used more initial components for matrix preparation: POA, POA-F, and photosensitive components.
The PBO and PBO-F matrixes were obtained by a heat treatment of POA and POA-F. The variety of
properties of polymer matrices is due to various conditions for their preparation and heat treatment,
which we have changed over a wide range. Ferroelectric composites with nanodispersed lead titanate
zirconate powder filler were formed based on these polymer matrices. By manipulating the conditions
of the polymer formation, we obtained matrices with different stiffnesses, which reflected on the
properties of the composite.

Dielectric spectroscopy was used to study the dielectric spectra of film coatings based on the
PBO polymer and photosensitive compositions based on it. In the temperature range from 0 to 300
◦C, the dielectric spectra of film ferroelectric composites were studied for two variants of the polymer
matrix: basic PBO and PBO-F copolymer. The influence of the composition and structure of the
polymer matrix and the characteristics of the interaction at the ferroelectric grain/polymer matrix
interface on the thermal stability of the dielectric parameters of composite films is analysed.

The PZTNB-1 grain sizes were 200–300 nm; the ratio of the PZTNB-1 filler to polymer matrix was
changed from 30 to 45%; effective dielectric constant of the composite was changed from 40 to 430.

Our studies confirmed, that the introduction of fluorine-containing fragments increases the thermal
stability of the polymer matrix. The presence of even 20% fluorine-containing units in the base matrix
of PBO after cyclodehydration along with benzoxazole units leads to further rise in thermostability
(approximately by 50–70 ◦C). The polymer and photoresist films of the fluorine-containing copolymer
PBO-F possess the highest heat resistance.

The complex structure of the high-frequency peak tanδ in the region of the main ε′ dispersion
indicates the complexity and heterogeneity of the characteristics of the bulk of the grain and its
periphery (interface). The specifics of the interaction of the polymer matrix and ferroelectric grains
at the interface is determined, in our opinion, by the features of the technology for producing the
composite, namely, significant polymer shrinkage up to 20%–30% during annealing (crosslinking).
This leads both to the formation of a rather rigid structure of the polymer matrix and to the appearance
of mechanical stresses on the ferroelectric grain periphery. Such stresses change the parameters of
relaxation processes in the interface region compared with the parameters of these processes in the bulk
of the grain, which leads to the manifestation of two relaxation processes in the high-frequency part of
the spectrum tanδ. We assume that with an increase in the measurement temperature, the mobility of
polymer chains increases. As a result, the stiffness of the polymer matrix decreases, the mobility of the
ferroelectric domain walls at the grain boundary increases, and losses increase.

The shift of the phase transition region toward higher temperatures in the composite structure,
as well as the sufficient rigidity of the poly(benzoxazole) matrix, provide high temperature and
frequency stability of the dielectric constant of the studied composites.

The heat resistance of the PZTNB-1/PBO and PZTNB-1/PBO-F composites is determined primarily
by the polymer matrix for loading rates from 30 to 45 percent in the temperature range from 0 to 300 ◦C.

5. Patents

There are our previous patents related to the research. Rudaya, L.I.; Shamanin, V.V.; Lebedeva,
G.K.; Sokolova, I.M.; Afanasjev, V.P.; Bol’shakov, M.N.; Marfichev, A.Y.; Chigirev, D.A. A method for
producing a nanocomposite material for heat- and chemically resistant coatings and planar layers with
high dielectric permittivity. RF Patent 2478663, 4 October 2013. Rudaja L. I., Shamanin V. V., Birjulin
Ju. F., Terukov E. I., Klimova N. V. Tkachev A. G., Kurdybajlo D. S., Marfichev A. Ju. Method of
producing heat-resistant material for protective coating. RF Patent 2373246, 11 January 2008. Rudaja L.
I., Shamanin V. V., Lebedeva G. K., Marfichev A. Ju., Elokhin V. A., Gotlib V. A., Vladimirov F.L., Girin
A.S. Laser sensitive polymer coating. RF Patent 2522604, 08 August 2012. Rudaja L. I., Shamanin V. V.,
Lebedeva G. K., Marfichev A. Ju., Elokhin V. A., Gotlib V. A., Vladimirov F.L., Girin A.S. Luminescent
composite coatings. RF Patent 2505579, 08 August 2012. Zabello A.G., Kuzmov M.V., Rudaja L.I.,
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